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Abstract

In this paper, we propose self-supervised training for
video transformers using unlabeled video data. From a
given video, we create local and global spatiotemporal
views with varying spatial sizes and frame rates. Our self-
supervised objective seeks to match the features of these dif-
ferent views representing the same video, to be invariant
to spatiotemporal variations in actions. To the best of our
knowledge, the proposed approach is the first to alleviate
the dependency on negative samples or dedicated memory
banks in Self-supervised Video Transformer (SVT). Further,
owing to the flexibility of Transformer models, SVT sup-
ports slow-fast video processing within a single architecture
using dynamically adjusted positional encoding and sup-
ports long-term relationship modeling along spatiotempo-
ral dimensions. Our approach performs well on four action
recognition benchmarks (Kinetics-400, UCF-101, HMDB-
51, and SSv2) and converges faster with small batch sizes.
Code is available at: https://git.io/J1juJ

1. Introduction

Self-supervised learning enables extraction of meaning-
ful representations from unlabeled data, alleviating the need
for expensive annotations. Recent self-supervised methods
perform on-par with supervised learning for certain vision
tasks [11,12,16,37]. The necessity of self-supervised learn-
ing is even greater in domains such as video analysis where
annotations are more expensive [40, 44, 63, 65].

At the same time, the emergence of vision transform-
ers (ViTs) [26] and their successful adoption to differ-
ent computer vision tasks including video understanding
[4,9,29,53,67,68] within the supervised setting shows their
promise in the video domain. In fact, recent works using
simple ViT backbones [9] surpass convolutional neural net-
works (CNN) for supervised video analysis with reduced
compute. Motivated by the ability of self-attention to model

Figure 1. Our Self-supervised Video Transformer (SVT) learns
cross-view and motion correspondences by jointly matching video
clips sampled with varying field of view and temporal resolutions.
Specifically, Global views (top and bottom right) with different
temporal resolutions as well as Local views (bottom left) from dif-
ferent spatiotemporal windows are sampled. The representations
of these multiple views are matched in a student-teacher frame-
work to learn cross-view and motion correspondences (middle
block). The proposed self-supervised framework can learn high-
quality spatiotemporal features while converging faster.

long-range dependencies, we propose a simple yet effective
method to train video transformers [9] in a self-supervised
manner. This process uses spatial and temporal context as a
supervisory signal (from unlabelled videos) to learn motion,
scale, and viewpoint invariant features.

Many existing self-supervised representation learning
methods on videos [64, 65, 88] use contrastive learning ob-
jectives which can require larger batch sizes, longer train-
ing regimes, careful negative mining and dedicated mem-
ory banks. Further, the contrastive objectives require care-
ful temporal sampling [64] and multiple networks looking
at similar/different clips to develop attract/repel loss formu-
lations [65]. In contrast, we propose to learn self-supervised
features from unlabelled videos via self-distillation [72] by
a twin network strategy (student-teacher models) [13, 34].
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Our proposed approach, Self-supervised Video Trans-
former (SVT), trains student and teacher models with a sim-
ilarity objective [13] that matches the representations along
spatial and temporal dimensions by space and time atten-
tion [9]. We achieve this by creating spatiotemporal pos-
itive views that differ in spatial sizes and are sampled at
different time frames from a single video (Fig. 1). During
training, teacher video transformer parameters are updated
as an exponential moving average of the student video trans-
former. Both of these networks process different spatiotem-
poral views of the same video and our objective function
is designed to predict one view from the other in the fea-
ture space. This allows SVT to learn robust features that are
invariant to spatiotemporal changes in videos while gener-
ating discriminative features across videos [34]. SVT does
not depend on negative mining or large batch sizes and re-
mains computationally efficient as it converges within only
a few epochs (⇡ 20 on Kinetics-400 [14]).

In addition to the above advantages, our design allows
the flexibility to model varying time-resolutions and spatial
scales within a unified architecture. This is a much desired
feature for video processing since real-world actions can oc-
cur with varying temporal and spatial details. Remarkably,
current self-supervision based video frameworks [64, 87]
operate on fixed spatial and temporal scales which can pose
difficulties in modeling the expressivity and dynamic na-
ture of actions. We note that convolutional backbones used
in these approaches lack the adaptability to varying tempo-
ral resolutions (due to fixed number of channels) and thus
require dedicated networks for each resolution [30, 45]. To
address this challenge, the proposed SVT uses dynamically
adjusted positional encodings to handle varying temporal
resolutions within the same architecture. Further, the self-
attention mechanism in SVT can capture both local and
global long-range dependencies across both space and time,
offering much larger receptive fields as compared to tradi-
tional convolutional kernels [57].
The main contributions in this work are as follows:
• We introduce a novel mechanism for self-supervised

training of video transformers by exploiting spatiotem-
poral correspondences between varying fields of view
(global and local) across space and time (Sec. 3.2).

• Self-supervision in SVT is performed via a joint mo-
tion and crossview correspondence learning objective.
Specifically, global and local spatiotemporal views with
varying frame rates and spatial characteristics (Sec. 3.2.1
Sec. 3.2.2) are matched by our motion and crossview cor-
respondences in the latent space.

• A unique property of our architecture is that it allows
slow-fast training and inference using a single video
transformer. To this end, we propose to use dynamic posi-
tional encoding within SVT to handle variable frame rate
inputs generated from our sampling strategy (Sec. 3.2.3).

Our extensive experiments and results on various
video datasets including Kinetics-400 [14], UCF-101 [69],
HMDB-51 [49], and SSv2 [33] show state-of-the-art trans-
fer of our self-supervised features using only RGB data.
Further, our method shows a rapid convergence rate.

2. Related Work

Transformers in Vision. Since the initial success of
transformers in natural language processing (NLP) tasks
[21,77], they have emerged as a competitive architecture for
various other domains [46]. Among vision tasks, the initial
works focused on a combination of convolutional and self-
attention based architectures [10, 83, 85, 90]. A convolution
free variant, vision transformer (ViT) [26], achieved com-
petitive performance on image classification tasks. While
earlier works proposing ViT [26] depended on large-scale
datasets, more recent efforts achieve similar results with
medium-scale datasets using various augmentation strate-
gies [71, 76]. Later architectures also explore improving
computational efficiency of ViTs focusing on transformer
blocks [52, 67, 89]. ViTs have also been adopted for video
classification tasks [4, 9, 29, 67, 68]. Our work builds on the
TimeSformer backbone [9], a direct adaptation of standard
ViTs using separate attention across dimensions.

Self-supervised Learning in Images. Early image-
based self-supervised learning work focused on pretext
tasks that require useful representations to solve [24,25,48,
58, 61, 78, 91]. However, recently contrastive methods have
dominated self-supervised learning [6, 13, 16, 17, 19, 27, 37,
38, 50, 55, 74, 75] . These approaches generally consider
two views of a single sample (transformed through aug-
mentations) and pull them (positives) together while push-
ing away from all other (negative) samples in representa-
tion space [6, 59]. Key drawbacks of these methods are
the necessity for careful mining of positive / negative sam-
ples [75] and reliance on large numbers of negative samples
(leading to large batch sizes [16] or memory banks [37]).
While clustering methods improve on this using cluster tar-
gets [3,5,7,11,12,41,73,88], recent regression based meth-
ods that predict alternate representations [13, 34] eliminate
the need for sample mining and negative samples. In par-
ticular, Caron et al. [13] explore predicting spatially local-
global correspondences with ViT backbones within the im-
age domain, which we extend in our work to the video do-
main with suitable improvements.

Self-supervised Learning in Videos. While self-
supervised learning in videos were initially dominated by
approaches based on pretext tasks unique to the video do-
main [2, 32, 43, 54, 56, 62, 70, 79–81, 84], recent work fo-
cuses more on contrastive losses similar to the image do-
main [22, 31, 35, 36, 64, 65]. A combination of previous
pretext tasks over multiple modalities with cross-modality
distillation is presented in [63]; SVT differs in how our
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Figure 2. Our spatiotemporal sampling generates global and local views from a given input video. Global views contain different frame
rates and spatial characteristics controlled by sampling strategy and combinations of augmentations. Local views have varying frame rates
as well as limited fields of view due to random cropping. One global view is randomly selected and passed through the teacher model to
generate a target while other global and local views are passed through the student model. Network weights are then updated by matching
the online student local (cross-view correspondences) and global (motion correspondences) views to the target teacher global view. We use
a standard ViT backbone with separate space-time attention [9] followed by an MLP for predicting target features from online features.

self-distillation operates within a single modality and net-
work. The idea of varying resolution along temporal di-
mension is explored in [15,40]. They use contrastive losses
between different videos at same resolution for speed con-
sistency or the same video at different resolutions for ap-
pearance consistency. Unlike these works, we jointly vary
spatial and temporal resolutions and use a predictive objec-
tive as self-supervision. The idea of views with limited lo-
cality is also explored in [8,20,65]. While [8] uses views of
varying locality for disentangling the representation space
into temporally local and global features using contrastive
objectives, our approach uses view locality to learn corre-
spondences along and across dimensions with our predic-
tive objective. A similar predictive objective with temporal
locality constrained views is used in [65] and contrastive
losses with spatial local-global crops is used in [20]; how-
ever our approach focuses on spatio-temporal constraints
extending correspondences across dimensions, uses a sin-
gle shared network for processing alternate views, and ad-
ditionally combines varying resolutions to generate our al-
ternate views exploiting unique ViT architectural features.

3. Self-supervised Video Transformer

In this section, we discuss our Self-supervised Video
Transformer (SVT) approach. Unlike contrastive methods,
we process two clips from the same video with varying
spatial-temporal characteristics (Sec. 3.2) avoiding the need

for negative mining or memory banks. Our loss formula-
tion matches the representations from both dissimilar clips
to enforce invariance to motion and spatial changes for the
same action sequence. A naive objective enforcing invari-
ance would collapse all representations to be the same, how-
ever we use a teacher-student network pair where the former
acts as a more stable target for the later, enabling conver-
gence of the online student network to learn discriminative
representations [34]. This approach simultaneously incor-
porates rich spatiotemporal context in the representations
while keeping them discriminative. In the following, we
first introduce the overall architecture of SVT in Sec. 3.1
followed by the self-supervised learning process in Sec. 3.2,
our objective functions in Sec. 3.3 and inference in Sec. 3.4.

3.1. SVT: Architecture

We apply separate attention along temporal and spatial
dimensions of input video clips using a video transformer
[9]. Consider a video X = {xt}Nt=1, where N represents
the number of frames. We define a clip (also termed view
interchangeably) as a subset of these N frames selected
through a sampling strategy. We define H , W , T to be
the height, width, and number of frames respectively for the
sampled clip. Our sampling methodology (Fig. 2) generates
two types of clips, global (g) and local (l) spatiotemporal
views. Both g and l are subsets of the video frame set X ,
with views g = {x0

t}
Kg

t=1, l = {x00
t }

Kl
t=1, and |Kl|  |Kg|.
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Global views are generated by uniformly sampling a vari-
able number of frames from a randomly selected 90% por-
tion of a video’s time axis. We generate two such global
spatiotemporal views (g1, g2) at low (T = 8) and high
(T = 16) frame rates and spatial resolution H = W = 224.
Local views are generated by uniformly sampling frames
from a randomly selected video region covering 1/8th of
the time axis and ⇡ 40% area along spatial axes. We
generate eight such local spatiotemporal views with T 2
{2, 4, 8, 16} and spatial resolution fixed at H = W = 96.
Specifically, we randomly sample two global (g1, g2) and
eight local (l1, . . . , l8) spatiotemporal views. Note that
both spatial and temporal dimensions within our sampled
views differ from those of the original video. We intro-
duce the channel dimension, C, which is fixed at 3 for RGB
inputs considered in our case. Our SVT, comprising of
12 encoder blocks, processes each sampled clip of shape
(C⇥T ⇥W ⇥H), where W  224, H  224 and T  16
(different for each clip). Our network architecture (Fig. 2)
is designed to process such varied resolution clips during
both training and inference stages within a single architec-
ture (Sec. 3.2.3).

During training, we divide each frame within a view into
patches [26]. Thus, for a given view of maximum size H =
W = 224 and T = 16, each SVT encoder block processes
a maximum of 196 spatial and 16 temporal tokens, and the
embedding dimension of each token is R768 [26]. Since the
maximum number of spatial and temporal tokens vary due
to variable dimensions in our views, we deploy dynamic
positional encoding (Sec. 3.2.3) to account for any missing
tokens for views of size W < 224, H < 224 and T <

16. Note the minimum spatial and temporal sizes in our
proposed views are H = W = 96 and T = 2, respectively.
In addition to these input spatial and temporal tokens, we
use a single classification token as the feature vector within
the architecture [21,26]. This classification token represents
the common features learned by the SVT along spatial and
temporal dimensions of a given video. Finally, we use a
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) as a projection head over the
classification token from the final encoder block [13, 34].
We define the output of our projection head as f .

As illustrated in Fig. 2, our overall approach uses
a teacher-student setup inspired from [13, 34] for self-
distillation [72]. Our teacher model is an exact architectural
replica of the student model.

3.2. SVT: Self-supervised Training

We train SVT in a self-supervised manner by predicting
the different views (video clips) with varying spatiotempo-
ral characteristics from each other in the feature space of
student and teacher models. To this end, we adopt a sim-
ple routing strategy that randomly selects and passes dif-
ferent views through the teacher and student models. The

teacher SVT processes a given global spatiotemporal view
to produce a feature vector, fgt , which is used as the tar-
get label, while the student SVT processes local and global
spatiotemporal views to produce feature vectors, fgs , and
f (1)
ls

, ...,f (8)
ls

, which are matched to the target feature fgt

through our proposed loss (Eq. 1). During each training
step, we update the student model weights via backpropa-
gation while teacher weights are updated as an exponential
moving average (EMA) of the student weights [13].

Our motivation for predicting such varying views of a
video is that it leads to modeling the contextual information
defining the underlying distribution of videos by learning
motion correspondences (global to global spatiotemporal
view matching) and cross-view correspondences (local to
global spatiotemporal view matching) (Fig. I). This makes
the model invariant to motion, scale and viewpoint varia-
tions. Thus, our self-supervised video representation learn-
ing approach depends on closing the gap between feature
representations of different spatiotemporal views from the
same video using a self-distillation mechanism. Next, we
explain how motion correspondences and cross-view corre-
spondences are learned, followed by our loss formulation.

3.2.1 Motion Correspondences

A defining characteristic of a video is the frame rate. Vary-
ing the frame rate can change motion context of a video
(e.g., walking slow vs walking fast) while controlling nu-
anced actions (e.g., subtle body-movements of walking ac-
tion). In general, clips are sampled from videos at a fixed
frame rate [64, 87]. However, given two clips of varying
frame rate (different number of total frames for each clip),
predicting one from the other in feature space explicitly in-
volves modeling the motion correspondences (MC) of ob-
jects across frames. Further, predicting subtle movements
captured at high frame rates will force a model to learn mo-
tion related contextual information from a low frame rate
input. We model this desired property into our training by
matching global to global spatiotemporal views. Refer to
Appendix A for further details.

3.2.2 Cross-View Correspondences

In addition to learning motion correspondences, our train-
ing strategy aims to model relationships across spatiotem-
poral variations as well by learning cross-view correspon-
dences (CVC). The cross-view correspondences are learned
by matching the local spatiotemporal views processed by
our student SVT (f (i)

ls
: i 2 [1, 8]) with a global spa-

tiotemporal view representation processed by our teacher
SVT model (fgt ). Our local views cover a limited portion
of videos along both spatial and temporal dimensions.

Our intuition is that predicting a global spatiotemporal
view of a video from a local spatiotemporal view in the
latent space forces the model to learn high-level contex-
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tual information by modeling, a) spatial context in the form
of possible neighbourhoods of a given spatial crop, and b)

temporal context in the form of possible previous or future
frames from a given temporal crop. Note that in the cross-
view correspondences, we predict a global view frame using
all frames of a local view by our similarity objective (Eq. 3).

3.2.3 Dynamic Positional Embedding

Vision transformers [26] require inputs to be converted to
sequences of tokens, which allows efficient parallel pro-
cessing. Positional encoding is used to model ordering
of these sequences [57]. Interestingly, positional encod-
ing also allows ViT to process variable input resolution by
interpolating the positional embedding for the missing to-
kens. As mentioned earlier, our motion and cross-view
correspondences involve varying spatial and temporal res-
olutions which results in variable spatial and temporal in-
put tokens during training (Sec. 3.1). We use this property
of positional encoding to our advantage by accommodating
varying spatial and temporal tokens in our proposed training
mechanism. In implementing this, during training we use a
separate positional encoding vector for spatial and temporal
dimensions and fix these vectors to the highest resolution
across each dimension. Similar to [26], our positional en-
coding is a learned vector. We vary the positional encoding
vectors through interpolation during training to account for
the missing spatial or temporal tokens at lower frame rate or
spatial size. This allows our single SVT model to process
inputs of varying resolution while also giving the positional
embedding a dynamic nature which is more suited for dif-
ferent sized inputs in the downstream tasks. During slow-
fast inference (Sec. 3.4) on downstream tasks, the positional
encoding is interpolated to the maximum frame count and
spatial resolution used across all views.

We note that our learned positional encoding is implic-
itly tied to frame number to cue the relative ordering of the
sampled frames. Given the varying frame rates of views, it
does not encode the exact time stamp (frame rate informa-
tion). We hypothesize that despite not differentiating frame
rates, cuing frame order is sufficient for SVT training.

3.2.4 Augmentations

In addition to our sampling strategy (temporal dimension
augmentations), we also apply standard image augmen-
tations to the spatial dimension, i.e., augmentations are
applied to the individual frames sampled for each view.
We follow temporally consistent spatial augmentations [64]
where the same randomly selected augmentation is applied
equally to all frames belonging to a single view. The stan-
dard augmentations used include random color jitter, gray
scaling, Gaussian blur, and solarization. We also apply ran-
dom horizontal flips to datasets not containing flip equivari-
ant classes (e.g., walking left to right).

3.3. SVT Loss

We enforce motion and cross-view correspondences by
matching our proposed spatiotemporal views within the fea-
ture space. Specifically, we match global to global views
to learn motion and local to global views to learn cross-
view correspondences by minimizing the following objec-
tive:

L = Llg + Lgg. (1)

The global and local spatiotemporal views are passed
though the student and teacher models to get the corre-
sponding feature outputs fg and fl. These feature vectors
are normalized to obtain f̃ as follows:

f̃ [i] =
exp(f [i])/⌧Pn
i=1 exp(f [i])/⌧

,

where ⌧ is a temperature parameter used to control sharp-
ness of the exponential function [13] and f̃ [i] is each ele-
ment of f̃ 2 Rn.
Motion Correspondence Loss: We forward pass a global
view through the teacher SVT serving as the target feature
which is compared with an alternate global view processed
by the student SVT to obtain a loss term (Eq. 2). This
loss measures the difference in motion correspondences be-
tween these two global views.

Lgg = �f̃gt · log(f̃gs), (2)

where, f̃gs and f̃gt are the feature outputs of different global
spatiotemporal views from the student and teacher network
respectively and [·] is dot product operator.
Cross-view Correspondence Loss: All local spatiotempo-
ral views are passed through the student SVT model and
mapped to a global spatiotemporal view from the teacher
SVT model to reduce the difference in feature representa-
tion, learning cross-view correspondences (Eq. 3).

Llg =
kX

i=1

�f̃gt · log(f̃
(i)
ls

), (3)

where the sum is performed over k different local spa-
tiotemporal views (k = 8 used consistently across all exper-
iments) and f̃ (i)

ls
are the feature outputs for ith local view.

Convergence: Given our two separate student (✓) and
teacher (⇠) networks, let us view our overall loss, L as a
function of their learnable parameters, L✓,⇠. There exists
a concern of collapse to a trivial solution (teacher and stu-
dent outputs always equal a constant) during training. How-
ever, we note that SVT parameters do not converge to such
a minimum over L✓,⇠ because: a) The SVT teacher pa-
rameter updates are not in the direction of r⇠L✓,⇠ since
⇠t+1  ⌧⇠t + (1 � ⌧)✓t for ⌧ 2 [0, 1] (EMA update). b)
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Figure 3. Slow-Fast Inference: we uniformly sample two clips of
the same video at resolutions (8, 224, 244) and (64, 96, 96), pass
through a shared network, and generate two different feature vec-
tors (class tokens). These vectors are combined in a deterministic
manner (with no learnable parameters), e.g. summation, to obtain
a joint vector that is fed to the downstream task classifier.

SVT’s gradient descent on L✓,⇠ does not act jointly over
(✓, ⇠). This is similar to BYOL [34] where such a loss acts
on the outputs of student and teacher networks. Addition-
ally, as suggested in [13], we also use centering and sharp-
ening of teacher outputs to further facilitate convergence.

3.4. SVT: Slow-Fast Inference

Slow-Fast inference refers to using two different video
clips with high spatial but low temporal and low spatial
but high temporal resolutions. This allows capturing finer-
information across each dimension with minimal increase
in computation. Recent methods [30, 45] deploy such in-
ference but use multiple network architectures for process-
ing videos at different resolutions. However, our dynamic
positional encodings allow Slow-Fast inference within our
single SVT model (Sec. 3.2.3) as illustrated in Fig. 3. We
use this on downstream tasks for improved performance.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental Setup and Protocols

Datasets: We use the Kinetics-400 data [14] (train set) for
the self-supervised training phase of SVT. We use its vali-
dation set for evaluation. Additionally, we evaluate on three
downstream datasets, UCF-101 [69], HMBD-51 [49], and
Something-Something v2 (SSv2) [33].
Self-supervised Training: We train our models for 20
epochs on the train set of Kinetics-400 dataset [14] with-
out any labels using a batch size of 32 across 4 NVIDIA-
A100 GPUs. This batch size refers to the number of unique
videos present within a given batch. We randomly initialize
weights relevant to temporal attention while spatial atten-
tion weights are initialized using a ViT model trained in a
self-supervised manner over the ImageNet-1k dataset [66].
We follow this initialization setup to obtain faster space-
time ViT convergence similar to the supervised setting [9].
We use an Adam optimizer [47] with a learning rate of 5e�4

scaled using a cosine schedule with linear warmup for 5
epochs [18,71]. We also use weight decay scaled from 0.04
to 0.1 during training. Our code builds over the training
frameworks from [9, 13, 28, 86].
Downstream Tasks: We perform two types of evalua-
tions on our downstream task of action recognition for each
dataset, a) Linear: We train a linear classifier over our pre-
trained SVT backbone (which is frozen during training) for
20 epochs with a batch size of 32 on a single NVIDIA-V100
GPU. We use SGD with an initial learning rate of 8e � 3,
a cosine decay schedule and momentum of 0.9 similar to
recent work [13, 64]; b) Fine-tuning: We replace the pro-
jection head over the SVT with a randomly initialized lin-
ear layer, initialize the SVT backbone with our pre-trained
weights, and train the network end-to-end for 15 epochs
with a batch size of 32 across 4 NVIDIA-V100 GPUs. We
use SGD with a learning rate of 5e� 3 decayed by a factor
of 10 at epochs 11 and 14, momentum of 0.9, and weight
decay of 1e� 4 following [9].

During both training of linear classifier and fine-tuning
of SVT, we sample two clips of varying spatiotemporal res-
olution from each video. During evaluation, we follow our
proposed slow-fast inference strategy (Sec. 3.4). We use
two clips per video sampled at different spatiotemporal res-
olutions (T,W,H) 2 {(8, 224, 224), (64, 96, 96)} with 3
spatial crops each for testing (6 clips in total). This is com-
putationally more efficient in comparison to recent works
[64, 65] that uniformly sample 10 clips at similar or high
resolutions from full-length videos with 3 crops each for
testing (total of 30 clips per video).

4.2. Results

We compare SVT with state-of-the-art approaches
(trained on RGB input modality for fair comparison) for the
downstream task of action recognition.
UCF-101 & HMDB-51: Our method out-performs state-
of-the-art for UCF-101 and is on-par for HMDB-51
(Tab. 1). While CORP [39] exhibits higher performance
on HMDB-51, we highlight how SVT: a) is pretrained for a
much shorter duration (20 epochs) with smaller batch-sizes
(32); b) uses a single architectural design across all tasks.
CORP [39] models are pre-trained for 800 epochs with a
batch-size of 1024 using 64 NVIDIA-V100 GPUs and uses
different variants (CORPf and CORPm) to obtain optimal
performance on different datasets.
Kinetics-400: We present our results on Kinetics-400 [14]
in Tab. 2 where our approach obtains state-of-the-art for
both linear evaluation and fine-tuning settings. Performance
on Kinetics-400 is heavily dependent on appearance at-
tributes, i.e. a large proportion of its videos can be recog-
nized by a single frame [92]. Strong performance of SVT on
this dataset exhibits how well our proposed approach learns
appearance related contextual information.
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Table 1. UCF-101 [69] & HMBD-51 [49]: Top-1 (%) accuracy for both linear evaluation and fine-tuning. All models are pre-trained on
Kinetics-400 [14] except ELo [63] which uses YouTube8M dataset [1]. Gray shaded methods use additional optical flow inputs. S-Res and
T-Res represent spatial and temporal input resolution, respectively. Our approach shows state-of-the-art or on par performance.

UCF-101 [69] HMDB-51 [49]Method Backbone TFLOPs S-Res T-Res Epochs Linear Fine-tune Linear Fine-tune

MemDPC [35] (ECCV ‘20) R2D3D-34 - 224 64 - 54.1 86.1 30.5 54.5
CoCLR [36] (Neurips ‘20) S3D 0.07 128 32 100 77.8 87.9 52.4 54.6
ELo [63] (CVPR ’20) R(2+1)D 17.5 224 - 100 - 84.2 - 53.7
RSPNet [15] (AAAI ’21) S3D-G 0.07 112 16 200 - 89.9 - 59.6
VideoMoCo [60](CVPR ‘21) R(2+1)D 17.5 112 32 200 78.7 - 49.2 -
BE [82] (CVPR ‘21) I3D 2.22 224 16 50 - 87.1 - 56.2
CMD [42](CVPR ‘21) R(2+1)D-26 - 112 16 120 - 85.7 - 54.0
CVRL [64](CVPR ‘21) R3D-50 3.19 224 32 800 89.2 92.2 57.3 66.7
TCLR [20] (Arxiv ’21) R(2+1)D-18 - 112 16 100 - 84.3 - 54.2
MoDist [87] (Arxiv ’21) R3D-50 3.19 224 8 100 91.5 94.0 63.0 67.4
BraVe [65](ICCV ’21) R3D-50 3.19 224 16 - 92.5 95.1 68.3 74.6
Vi2CLR [23] (ICCV ’21) S3D 0.07 128 32 300 75.4 89.1 47.3 55.7
ASCNet [40] (ICCV ’21) S3D-G 0.07 224 64 200 - 90.8 - 60.5
TEC [44] (ICCV ’21) S3D-G 0.07 128 32 200 - 88.2 - 63.5
LSFD [8] (ICCV ’21) C3D - 224 16 - - 79.8 - 52.1
MCN [51] (ICCV ’21) R3D 3.19 128 32 50 73.1 89.7 42.9 59.3
CORP [39] (ICCV ’21) R3D-50 3.19 224 16 800 90.2 93.5 58.7 68.0

SVT (Ours) ViT-B [9] 0.59 224 16 20 90.8 93.7 57.8 67.2

Table 2. Kinetics-400 [14]: Top-1 (%) accuracy is reported for
both linear evaluation and fine-tuning on the Kinetics-400 valida-
tion set. All models are pre-trained on the training set of Kinetics-
400 dataset. Our approach shows state-of-the-art performance.

Method Backbone Fine-tune Linear

CVRL [64] (CVPR’21) R3D-101 70.4 67.6
Vi2CLR [23] (ICCV ’21) S3D 71.2 63.4
CORP [39] (ICCV ’21) R3D-50 - 66.6

SVT (Ours) ViT-B [9] 78.1 68.1

Table 3. SSv2 [33]: Top-1 (%) for both linear evaluation and fine-
tuning on the SSv2 validation set. All models are pre-trained on
Kinetics-400. Our approach produces best results.

Method Backbone Fine-tune Linear

MoDist [87] (Arxiv’21) R3D-50 54.9 16.6
CORP [39] (ICCV ’21) R3D-50 48.8 -

SVT (Ours) ViT-B [9] 59.2 18.3

SSv2: Similarly, we obtain state-of-the-art results on SSv2
dataset [33] for both linear evaluation and fine-tune set-
tings as presented in Tab. 3. Multiple classes in SSv2 share
similar backgrounds and object appearance, with complex
movements differentiating them [39]. Performance on this
dataset indicates how SVT feature representations capture
strong motion related contextual cues as well.

4.3. Ablative Analysis

We systematically dissect the contribution of each com-
ponent of our method. We study the effect of five individ-
ual elements: a) different combinations of local and global
view correspondences; b) varying field of view along tem-
poral vs spatial dimensions; c) temporal sampling strategy;
d) spatial augmentations; e) slow-fast inference. In all our
ablative experiments, SVT self-supervised training uses a
subset of the Kinetics-400 train set containing 60K videos.
Evaluation is carried out over alternate train-set splits of
UCF-101 and HMDB-51. We train SVT for 20 epochs and
evaluate using the same setup as described in Sec. 4.1.
View Correspondences. Learning correspondences be-
tween local and global views is the key motivation behind
our proposed cross-view correspondences. Since multi-
ple local-global view combinations can be considered for
matching and prediction between views, we explore the ef-
fect of predicting each type of view from the other in Tab. 4.
We observe that jointly predicting local to global and global
to global view correspondences results in the optimal per-
formance, while predicting global to local or local to lo-
cal views leads to reduced performance. We believe this
trend exists due to the emphasis on learning rich context in
the case of joint prediction, which is absent for individual
cases. Further, the performance drop for local to local cor-
respondences (non-overlapping views) conforms with pre-
vious findings on the effectiveness of temporally closer pos-
itive views for contrastive self-supervised losses [31, 64].
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Table 4. View Correspondences. Predicting local to global and global to
global views remains optimal over any other combination.

l ! g g ! g l ! l g ! l UCF-101 HMDB-51

3 7 7 7 84.11 50.72
7 3 7 7 81.95 49.04
3 3 7 7 84.64 52.17

3 3 3 7 83.11 51.23
3 3 7 3 84.71 51.88
3 3 3 3 83.69 51.71

Table 5. Spatial vs Temporal variations. Cross-view cor-
respondences with varying field of view along both spatial
and temporal dimensions lead to optimal results. Tempo-
ral variations between views has more effect than applying
only spatial variation.

Spatial Temporal UCF-101 HMDB-51

3 7 73.81 42.91
7 3 82.90 42.59
3 3 84.64 52.17

Table 6. Temporal Sampling Strategy .
We compare our proposed temporal sam-
pling strategy, motion correspondences (MC)
(Sec. 3.2.1), against the alternate approach
of temporal interval sampler (TIS) [64] used
with CNNs under contrastive settings.

UCF-101 HMDB-51

Ours + TIS [64] 82.24 50.10
Ours + MC 84.64 52.17

Table 7. Augmentations: Using tem-
porally consistent augmentations (TCA)
[64] applied randomly over the spa-
tial dimensions for different views result
in consistent improvements on UCF-101
and HMDB-51 datasets.

UCF-101 HMDB-51

w/o TCA [64] 84.20 52.10
w TCA [64] 84.64 52.17

Table 8. Slow-Fast Inference: Feed-
ing multiple views of varying spatiotempo-
ral resolutions to a single shared network
(multi-view) results in clear performance
gains over feeding single-views across both
UCF-101 and HMDB-51 datasets.

Slow-Fast UCF-101 HMDB-51

7 84.64 52.17
3 84.80 53.22

Spatial vs Temporal Field of View. The optimal combina-
tion of spatiotemporal views in Tab. 4 involves varying the
field of view (crops) along both spatial and temporal dimen-
sions (Sec. 3.2.2). We study the effects of these variations
(spatial or temporal) in Tab. 5. No variation along the spatial
dimension denotes that all frames are of fixed spatial reso-
lution 224⇥ 224 with no spatial cropping, and no temporal
variation denotes that all frames in our views are sampled
from a fixed time-axis region of a video. We observe that
temporal variations have a significant effect on UCF-101,
while variations in the field of view along both spatial and
temporal dimension perform the best (Tab. 5).
Temporal Sampling Strategy. We study how our pro-
posed temporal sampling strategy for motion correspon-
dences (MC) could be replaced with alternate sampling ap-
proaches. To verify the effectiveness of MC, we replace it
within SVT with an alternate approach. The temporal inter-
val sampling (TIS) strategy in [64] obtains state-of-the-art
performance under their contrastive video self-supervised
setting with CNN backbones. Our experiments incorporat-
ing TIS in SVT (Tab. 6) highlight the advantage of our pro-
posed MC sampling strategy over TIS.
Augmentations: We next explore standard spatial augmen-
tations used on videos. Temporally consistent augmenta-
tions (TCA) proposed in [64] lead to improvements in their
CNN based video self-supervision approach. We evaluate
its effect on our approach in Tab. 7 which shows slight im-
provements. Given these performance gains, we adopt TCA
in our SVT training process as well.
Slow-Fast Inference: Finally, we study the effect of our

proposed Slow-Fast inference (Sec. 3.4) in Tab. 8. We ob-
serve higher gains on HMDB-51 [49], where the classes are
easier to separate with motion information [36].

5. Conclusion

We present a video transformer based model trained us-
ing self-supervised objectives named SVT. Given an input
video sequence, our approach first creates a set of spa-
tiotemporally varying views sampled at different scales and
frame rates from the same video. We then define two sets
of correspondence learning tasks which seek to model the
motion properties and cross-view relationships between the
sampled clips. Specifically, our self-supervised objective
reconstructs one view from the other in the latent space of
student and teacher networks. Our approach is fast to train
(converges within fewer iterations), does not require nega-
tive samples or large batch sizes, models long-range tempo-
ral dependencies, and performs dynamic slow-fast inference
leading to better downstream performance. SVT is evalu-
ated on four benchmark action recognition datasets where it
performs well in comparison to existing state of the art.
Limitations: In this work, we explore SVT within the con-
text of RGB input modality. Given large-scale multi-modal
video datasets, the additional supervision available in the
form of alternate modalities is not used by our current ap-
proach. In future work, we will explore how SVT can be
modified to utilize multi-modal data sources.
Acknowledgements: This work was supported in part by
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